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ABSTRACT
Background: The selection of distributions of input parameters is an important component in probabilistic
exposure assessment. Goodness-of-fit (GOF) methods are used to determine the distribution of exposure
factors. However, there are no clear guidelines for choosing an appropriate GOF method.
Objectives: The outcomes of probabilistic consumer exposure assessment were compared by using five
different GOF methods for the selection of input distributions: chi-squared test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS), Anderson-Darling test (A-D), Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC).
Methods: Individual exposures were estimated based on product usage factor combinations from 10,000
respondents. The distribution of individual exposure was considered as the true value of population
exposures.
Results: Among the five GOF methods, probabilistic exposure distributions using the A-D and K-S methods
were similar to individual exposure estimations. Comparing the 95th percentiles of the probabilistic
distributions and the individual estimations for 10 CPs, there were 0.73 to 1.92 times differences for the A-D
method, and 0.73 to 1.60 times differences (excluding tire-shine spray) for the K-S method.
Conclusions: There were significant differences in exposure assessment results among the selection of the
GOF methods. Therefore, the GOF methods for probabilistic consumer exposure assessment should be
carefully selected.
Key words: Probabilistic exposure assessment, consumer products, distribution of exposure factors,
goodness-of-fit test

I. Introduction
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Highlights:
ㆍThere is no guidelines for Goodnessof-fit (GOF) in model selection for
probabilistic exposure assessment.
ㆍWe compared outcomes of the exposure
models for consumer products using
five GOF tests.
ㆍAdnerson-Darling’s and KolmogorovSmirnov tests were similar to individual
exposure estimations.
ㆍSelection of GOF could cause significant
diffences in exposure assessment out
comes.
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the fit of a theoretical distribution to an empirical data set is a
typical statistical approach.1) Goodness-of-fit (GOF) tests can

Probabilistic exposure assessment can be used for exposure

be used to obtain exposure factor distributions by selecting

and risk assessment associated with consumer products (CPs).

probabilistic models and estimating the related parameters.2) In

It is important to select input variables carefully to obtain good

the second step, the distribution is combined with a mathemat-

outcomes. The first step of a probabilistic exposure assessment

ical simulation (e.g., using the Monte Carlo method) to obtain

is to characterize input parameters as distribution functions.

exposure assessment results.

Among the various methods used to assess distribution, testing

There are many statistical approaches for testing GOF,
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including the chi-squared test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)

the median values. There were few respondents with very high

test, Anderson-Darling (A-D) test, Akaike information crite-

usage pattern values in the survey. These input characteristics

rion (AIC), and Bayesian information criterion (BIC). The chi-

might have an effect on the probabilistic exposure assessment

squared test is a general test based on differences between the

results according to the GOF methods.

squares of the observed and expected frequencies that can be

The aim of this study was to evaluate the outcomes of proba-

used to test any distribution. The K-S test is a nonparametric

bilistic exposure assessments of CPs using different GOF meth-

test that compares the maximum absolute difference between

ods. The probabilistic exposure assessment was conducted us-

the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) and the

ing exposure factor data for 10 CPs from national scale ex-

1)

theoretical CDF. The A-D test analyses the weighted square

posure factor database of 10,000 participants. For each GOF

of the difference between the empirical and fitted CDFs.2) The

method, the probabilistic exposure distribution was compared

AIC and BIC are statistical methods using the likelihood func-

with individual exposure estimates.

1)

tions based on information loss. When selecting the GOF
method for the probabilistic exposure assessment, researchers
should consider the statistical characteristics of each method.
The chi-squared test is very sensitive to the number and interval width of bins3) and requires the bins to be set properly.

II. Materials and Methods
1. Data on CPs

Exposure factor data for 18 CPs, which included cleaning

The AIC- and BIC-based methods tend to select distribu-

products, automotive care products, and surface protection

tions with minimal information loss. The BIC is preferred over

products, were collected from 10,000 participants. The ex-

the AIC when the sample size is much larger than number of

posure factor data were obtained through face-to-face inter-

parameters.

view from 17 metropolitan areas and provinces in Korea. The

4)

There are no clear guidelines for selecting the most appropri-

surveyed population consisted of individuals over 15 years old

ate statistical approaches of GOF test. US EPA recommended

considering gender ratio. Surveyed exposure data were usage

decisions of the distribution function depending on the number

information such as application type (spray, aerosol, liquid),

of data point, the outcome of interest, and the tail of distribu-

frequency of use (7 days, 1 month, 6 months, 1 year), appli-

tion. Gilsenan, Lambe, and Gibney used A-D tests for food

cation number of CPs, the average time of CPs per application

chemical exposure assessment because it’s tended to focus on

and the amount use of CPs per application.13) This study target-

distribution tails. In statistical, ecological, and epidemiological

ed 10 CPs which have 300 or more participants responded that

research, GOF methods were selected based on what previous

they used among 18 CPs. The 10 CPs were mold-stain spray,

related studies have used.7,8) Little research has been conducted

anti-fogging spray, tire-shine spray, car-coating spray, glass-

on whether GOF test methods accurately recover the original

cleaning spray, rain-repelling spray, liquid household bleach,

input parameters. Nonetheless, Chiew et al.4) created math-

liquid washing-machine cleaner, liquid drain cleaner, and rust-

ematically ideal random distributions and compared the dis-

inhibiting spray. The number of users of each CP ranged from

3)

5)

6)

tributions derived from several GOF test methods. They found

305 to 2,315. Liquid household bleach had the most users (n=

that the performance of statistical methods varied depending

2,315) and anti-fogging spray had the fewest (n=305).

on the data characteristics. Other studies have used several
GOF tests simultaneously to account for the limitations of each
method.9-11)

2. Exposure estimation

This study assessed daily inhalation exposure to the 10

Selecting the most appropriate statistical approaches of GOF

CPs based on product usage. The National Institute of

test could be determined by statistical characteristics of input

Environmental Research in Korea (KNIER) has developed ex-

parameters. In probabilistic exposure assessment of CPs, the

posure algorithms specific for various product-exposure sce-

difference due to the use of different GOF methods was not

narios. Thus, daily inhalation exposure was estimated using an

evaluated. In consumer exposure assessments, the input data

appropriate KNIER equation.14) Exposure to all 10 CPs assessed

collected from surveys tended to be right-skewed distribution

in this study occurred through volatilization. It was assumed

with a long right tail.

The average values of exposure fac-

that mold-stain spray and the liquid household bleach were

tors, such as use frequency and use amount, were larger than

used in the bathroom and that liquid-washing machine cleaner

12,13)
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and the liquid drain cleaner were used indoors. All other CPs
were assumed to be used outdoors.
Thus, volatilization exposure was assessed for each CP using
the following equation:

3. Comparison of individual exposure estimates
and probabilistic exposure distributions
Each individual exposure estimate was compared with the
distribution derived from probabilistic exposure assessment.
The comparison process was illustrated graphically through

ܦ ൌ

ܣ ൈ ܹ ൈ  ܨൈ ሾͳ െ ሺെܰ ൈ ݐሻሿ ൈ  ܴܫൈ ܾܽ ݏൈ ݊
ܸ ൈ ܰ ൈ ܹܤ

where D inh is daily exposure via inhalation (mg/kg/day),
Ap is the use amount of CP (mg/event), Wf is the fraction of
a specific chemical in the product (unitless), F is the emission
rate (unitless), N is the ventilation rate (events/h), IR is the inhalation rate (m3/h), abs is the absorption rate (unitless), t is
the use duration of CP (h/event), n is the use frequency of CP
(event/day), V is the volume of space used (m3), and BW is
body weight (kg).
Among the equation input parameters used for each CP, Ap ,
t and n used exposure factors as inputs. The values of Wf , abs ,
and F were assumed to be 1. N was assumed to be 2 h–1 for
bathroom and 0.6 h–1 for outdoor and other indoors use. BW
was assumed to be 64.2 kg, which was the mean weight of
the Korean adult. V was assumed to be 9.3 m3 for bathroom
and 33.3 m3 for outdoor and other indoor spaces.14) IR was assumed to be 0.6 m3/h, a mean inhalation value for the Korean
adult reported in the Korean exposure factors handbook.

15)

Fig. 1. Individual exposure values were calculated to estimate
real-life CP exposures. To obtain individual exposure values,
we used responses to survey questions about personal exposure.
Individual exposure values were calculated by inputting each
individual exposure parameter into the exposure algorithm.
The values were then combined to obtain a distribution of the
parent population exposure. Statistical values (50th and 95th
percentiles) associated with calculated exposure estimates were
compared with those associated with the probabilistic exposure
distribution.
Thereafter, probabilistic exposure assessments for the CPs
were performed. The distributions of three input parameters
(use frequency, use amount and use duration) were obtained
using five GOF methods―the chi-squared test, K-S test, A-D
test, AIC, and BIC. The distributions of input parameters put
into the exposure algorithm using Monte Carlo simulation
(10,000 iterations) to obtain a probabilistic exposure distribution. All computational simulations for probabilistic exposure assessment were performed using @RISK 7.5 (Palisade
Corporation, Ithaca, NY, USA), and statistics (50th and 95th
percentiles) related to the probabilistic exposure distributions

Fig. 1. Schematic of the process for comparison of individual exposure estimates and probabilistic exposure distributions
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exposure assessment. This was because the questionnaire data

were calculated.
To compare the performance among GOF methods, the ratio

were collected from an overall sample population that reflected

of the individual exposure estimate to the probabilistic exposure

the gender and regional distribution of the national population.

estimate was calculated. The statistical values for each probabi-

Additionally, each CP was associated with a sample size of 300

listic exposure estimate obtained using each GOF method were

or more; thus, the sample population for each CP was large

contrasted with those for individual exposure estimates. With

enough to be national representative population. It was con-

this comparison, the GOF methods used for probabilistic expo-

sidered that the individual exposure results reflected actual in-

sure assessment were evaluated.

dividual exposure in the Korean population. Lim et al.16) used
similar method to compare distributions associated with product-based and receptor-based aggregate exposure doses in their

III. Results and Discussion

CP exposure assessment.

Individual exposure was calculated by applying the exposure

The ratios of individual to probabilistic exposure at 95th-

factors derived from the survey to relevant exposure scenarios

percentile exposure levels were calculated (Table 2). Based on

and using an appropriate algorithm. The exposure distribution

the K-S test, two products had ratios of 0.9~1.1 at 95th-per-

of each CP in the parent population was estimated by combin-

centile exposure levels, and four products had ratios of 0.8~1.2.

ing individual exposure (Table 1). For respondents at the 95th-

Based on the A-D test, three products had ratios of 0.9~1.1 at

percentile exposure level, liquid household bleach was associ-

95th-percentile exposure levels, and four products had ratios of

ated with the highest exposure estimate (9.4425 mg/kg/day),

0.8~1.2. The exposure ratios varied greatly among GOF meth-

followed by liquid drain cleaner (5.5644 mg/kg/day), and

ods for CPs such as liquid washing-machine cleaner and liquid

mold-stain spray (0.7314 mg/kg/day). A similar trend was ob-

drain cleaner. By contrast, the variation in exposure ratios was

served for the 50th-percentile. Conversely, anti-fogging spray

small for anti-fogging spray and car-coating spray.

was associated with the lowest exposure estimate (0.0112 mg/

The chi-squared tests often estimated larger 95th-percentile

kg/day) for respondents at the 95th-percentile exposure level,

exposure ratios than other GOF methods. The 95th-percentile

followed by rain-repelling spray (0.0189 mg/kg/day) and rust-

ratios derived from the K-S and A-D tests were smaller than

inhibiting spray (0.0198 mg/kg/day). For respondents at the

those derived from other methods for most of CPs. The 95th-

50th-percentile exposure level, estimates associated with these

percentile ratios estimated using AIC and BIC test were similar.

three CPs were still small.

Trends associated with 50th-percentile ratios were comparable

These individual exposure estimates were considered to be

with those of 95th-percentile ratios. However, in contrast to

true values in comparisons with the results from probabilistic

the results obtained for 95th-percentile values, the AIC and

Table 1. Statistics of individual exposure estimates for consumer products
Products

N

Individual inhalation exposure (mg/kg/day)
Mean

SD*

50th

75th

95th

99th
2.7926

Mold-stain spray

924

0.1794

0.4104

0.0497

0.1149

0.7314

Anti-fogging spray

305

0.0042

0.0219

0.0015

0.0039

0.0112

0.0194

Tire-shine spray

315

0.0105

0.0207

0.0049

0.0107

0.0415

0.0869

Car-coating spray

643

0.0272

0.0596

0.0077

0.0252

0.1079

0.3007

Glass-cleaning spray

350

0.0140

0.0242

0.0066

0.0158

0.0511

0.1202

Rain repelling spray
Liquid household bleach
Liquid washing-machine cleaner
Liquid drain cleaner
Rust-inhibiting spray

384

0.0046

0.0095

0.0017

0.0043

0.0189

0.0603

2,315

2.5316

4.2399

1.1002

2.8506

9.4425

18.8850

442

0.0120

0.0304

0.0022

0.0085

0.0532

0.1597

1,843

1.4951

4.1552

0.5104

1.3753

5.5644

14.1038

371

0.0040

0.0140

0.0003

0.0024

0.0198

0.0584

*SD, standard deviation.
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Table 2. Ratios of probabilistic exposure estimates to individual exposure estimates using 50th- and 95th-percentile values
50th-percentile ratio

Products

95th-percentile ratio

Chi-squared

K-S

A-D

AIC

BIC

Chi-squared

K-S

A-D

AIC

BIC

Mold-stain spray

2.49

0.98

0.88

0.66

0.67

3.25

0.85

0.82

2.53

2.84

Anti-fogging spray

0.71

0.79

0.85

0.61

0.60

1.66

1.60

1.66

2.05

2.09

Tire-shine spray

1.60

1.22

0.81

0.42

0.42

20.33

6.44

1.07

1.57

1.66

Car-coating spray

0.85

1.08

1.10

0.85

0.88

1.19

1.02

0.95

1.23

1.26

Glass-cleaning spray

1.73

0.84

0.86

0.78

0.78

32.10

1.18

1.21

7.16

6.87
3.50

Rain-repelling spray

1.29

1.02

1.03

0.50

0.53

16.95

1.27

1.29

3.71

Liquid household bleach

2.24

0.92

0.84

0.71

0.72

3.08

1.09

1.05

1.30

1.24

Liquid washing-machine cleaner

1.10

1.00

0.97

0.71

0.70

1.37

1.60

1.92

21.03

21.22

Liquid drain cleaner

1.37

0.91

0.91

0.69

0.70

25.47

1.41

1.67

49.59

47.63

Rust-inhibiting spray

1.05

0.77

0.77

0.61

0.61

0.88

0.73

0.73

5.30

4.58

K-S: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, A-D: Anderson-Darling test, AIC: Akaike information criterion, BIC: Bayesian information criterion.

BIC methods tended to produce smaller 50th-percentile val-

most appropriate in all cases, and the selection should be case-

ues than the other GOF methods. In general, 95th-percentile

dependent. This study was the first study to compare the re-

ratios estimated using the GOF methods were greater than 1.

sults of probabilistic exposure assessment according to the se-

As such, the 95th-percentile values estimated using the GOF

lection of the GOF methods. It was significant of this study to

methods were mostly greater than the actual 95th-percentile

show that there is a significant difference in results depending

value. For the 50th-percentile ratios, fewer had values greater

on the selection of GOF method. Therefore, further research is

than 1 compared to the 95th-percentile ratios.

needed to understand why these GOF methods produce differ-

Exposure-estimate ratios calculated using the K-S and A-D

ent results.

tests were closer to 1 than those calculated using other GOF

The values calculated using the exposure algorithm did not

methods. The K-S test is most sensitive around the median of

represent actual internal exposure, because the fraction of a

a distribution,2) whereas the A-D test emphasizes the fit to the

specific chemical in the products, inhalation rate, and emission

tails of a distribution. Therefore, K-S and A-D methods ap-

rate were assumed to be 1. This was done to exclude variation

1)

pear to be more suitable for estimating probabilistic exposure

due to chemical type. Therefore, we focused on outcomes of

than other GOF methods. However, some methods often un-

using different GOF methods to estimate distributions of ex-

derestimated the 95th-percentile exposure for some CPs (e.g.,

posure factors related to product-usage patterns in this study.

mold-stain spray, car-coating spray, rust-inhibiting spray),

How different GOF methods affect the accuracy of internal ex-

producing values of less than 1. Underestimating the 95th-

posure estimation via probabilistic exposure assessment should

percentile values can lead to errors in risk assessments based

be investigated in a separate study.

on reasonable maximum exposures. According to the US EPA,
when using a GOF method to obtain a distribution, the distribution function may vary depending on the number and the

IV. Conclusions

tail of the distribution of parent data.5) The number of raw data

This study conducted the probabilistic exposure assessment

in the Exposure factor used in this study varied from 305 to

using five GOF methods for 10 CPs which have the number of

2,315, and the skewness of the distribution was also differ-

data more than 300. The results of the probabilistic exposure

ent.13) The difference in the appropriateness of the results may

assessments were compared, and there was a significant differ-

have originated from this difference in the parent distribution.

ence according to the selection of GOF. Depending on the GOF

The results indicated that the use of different GOF methods

method used, the 95th-percentile of the probabilistic expo-

can lead to significantly different outcome; i.e., an appropri-

sure distribution differed up to 49.5 times from the true value.

ate GOF method should be carefully selected for probabilistic

This difference may come from the number and the shape of

exposure assessment. However, neither GOF method was the

parent distribution data. This study does not suggest that any
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GOF method is the best method for probabilistic exposure assessment of CPs. However, exposure scientists should carefully
choose the GOF method when conducting probabilistic exposure assessments.
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